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Krueger promise to senate may be in vain
By BRYANT SCOTT
Managing Editor
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Winona State University officials
targeted academic services for drastic funding cuts to account for a reported $545,000 budget shortfall, and
proposed a tuition surcharge to restore funding to the areas cut.
At the Feb. 9 Winona State Student Senate meeting, the university's
top accountant, Fred Naas proposed
funding cuts to Maxwell Library and
(other services not yet identified) saying the cuts are essential to help alleviate pressure caused by the budget
shortfall.
Naas said the cuts will enable the
university to operate on a "bare minimum" state allocation for next year.
Naas then unveiled what he
termed a "banding scale", or a sliding scale of incremental tuition surcharges intended to generate revenue

President Krueger promises senate final say regarding
proposed tuition surcharge, but Legislature has last vote
to restore funding to services targeted
for cuts:
• The banding scale proposes surcharges ranging from $2 to $12 per
credit hour.
• The banding scale is based on
the number of credit hours a student
is enrolled for.
• The banding scale has a cap at 12
credit hours, at which a student can
no longer be assessed additional fees.
Fred Naas said the university will
actually be working with two or possibly three budgets for next year.
"Budget A" will contain drastic
cuts in current services and administrative areas and will only fund essential departments and service with
state allocations, he said.
According to Naas, "budget B"
depends upon the student senate, and
if it votes for a tuition surcharge to

restore funding cuts.
In addition, Naas said the university could work from a third budget, "budget C" which would restore the cuts made in budget A, and
generate a surplus of revenue above
and beyond that of budget B.
If senate votes to support a tuition surcharge, the amount of the
surcharge will determine how much
funding can be restored to the areas
designated for cuts.
Naas failed to mention that the
state Legislature has final say in issues regarding proposed budgets.
The Legislature could act on its own
initiative, and institute what it deems
as a necessary tuition surcharge for
the university.
In spite of the Legislature's autonomy, Darrell Krueger, president
of Winona State, made a political

promise to allow senate to vote on
the surcharge issue.
'The banding proposal won't go
off-campus if it doesn't have student
support," Krueger said in a placating tone. "This problem will be resolved here on this campus, and not
at the Legislature."
He said whatever decision senate
made is the decision he would respect and recommend to the Legislature.
"What we're doing here at
Winona State is setting a precedent
that's never been attempted at any
other university."
Paul Wawrzaszek, student senate president, responded to
Krueger's promise by requesting
specific information on the amount
of funding to be cut from each area,
and how those cuts will be dealt

with by the respective departments.

He said if funding is cut from library services, the senate must know
how that will affect the current services now offered at the library.
"This is an issue of keeping things
where they are, or enhancing the
school's academic services,"
Wawrzaszek said.
"We must also consider that if we
impose the surcharge, we could also
be pricing present students out of the
state school market."
"Senate will get student reaction
either from a survey or a referendum," he explained. "Senate will
vote according to the students' reaction."
Wawrzaszek and senate have also
organized a political forum from
March 21 to 23.
Naas and Krueger will attend the
forum and answer questions from
the audience regarding the budget
shortfall and the proposed solutions.

Drums...Brass...Jazz!
.
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Winona State
University's Jazz
ensemble performed this past
Friday with guest
trumbet player Gary
Urness, Drummer Ed
Shaughnessy, who
had been with the
NBC Orchestra on
the Tonight Show
with Johnny Carson,
and Guest vocalist,
freshman Brandy
Siebenaler (near
left).
Far left: Freshman
Brad Aubrecht was
the featured
saxophone player
of the evening.
Below: The
saxophone section
shares a bit of the
spotlight with a
group solo. (Photos
by Laurel Foust)
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Administrator runs for Congress
Issues force WSU vice president to serve in public office
By CINDY WORECK
News Reporter

Mary Rieder, a Winona State associate vice president, is a Democrat in the running for a congressional
seat for the 1st District. The seat is currently held by
Democrat Tim Penny.
Penny is not running for re-election, and that is the
main reason Rieder has decided to run.
"I feel so strongly about the issues. Someone needs
to build on the foundation he [Penny] started" says
Rieder.
Rieder has three main qualifications for the position:

she is an economist, has administrative abilities, and is z
rural homemaker.
Rieder earned her doctorate in economics from Iowa
State. She was hired by Winona State as an assistant
professor in 1971, and was later promoted to professor.
She served as chair of the accounting, business administration, and economics department for 6 years. She also
directed the master's of business program.
Mary Rieder's current position is Associate Vice President for learning technologies. Not only is she in charge
of the library, but also academic computing services,
audiovisuals, interactive television, adult entry, and

See Congress, page 3

MSUSA wants students to
have final say over activity fees
By RANDAL McDOWELL
News Editor

The Minnesota State University
Student Association (MSUSA)
continues to oppose the upcoming
merger between the Minnesota State
Universities, the Minnesota
Community College System and the
Minnesota Technical College System. But as the inevitable merger
continues MSUSA also continues to

see to it that State University students
aren't short changed. Literally.
As part of a three page 10 part
document entitled • "Mend the
Merger," MSUSA has outlined a
number of proposals it feels are
necessary to success of the merger.
One such proposal dealsdirectly with
the way student fees are set, managed
and spent.
Currently all seven state university
Student Senates must make
recommendations to their respective

university president as to how
student fees are to be spent. Under
the new proposal, student
governments will have the final
authority in managing, setting and
spending all student activity fee
dollars.
According to Frank Viggiano,
Executive Director of MSUSA, there
is over $8 million in student activity
See spending, page 3
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News Briefs

Where's the other half?

Student Wage Rate
The Student Hourly Rate will rise to $5.15
for the 1995 year. The rate represents a
three percent inflationary increase over the
$5.00 rate paid in 1994.

Bus schedule change
Effective February 2 and until further
notice, the drop and pickup points on the
WSU campus will be changed. The bus will
now drop off and pick up on MARK STREET
BEHIND MINNE HALL INSTEAD OF
MAXWELL LIBRARY. The change is a result
of bad winter road conditions and it will
affect the day bus and the evening and
weekend van service.

Spring graduation se
The Spring Commencement ceremony is set
for Saturday, May 28 at 10 a.m. in
Memorial Hall - McCown Gym.
The last day to apply for graduation for
graduate and undergraduate students who
plan to participate in the 1994 Spring
Commencement is Friday, March 25.
Applications should be sent to the
Registrar's Office.
Students who obtain approval for
graduation will be sent additional
information concerning the details of
graduation at a later date.

Tom Loucks/Staff Photographer

A hull section of the M.S. Dixie II sits idle as it was temporarily trapped by a tree at the Intersection of Winona and Broadway
streets on Thursday afternoon. The hull section was being transported from its construction site in LaCrosse, Wis. to the Zephyr
Cove Resort in Lake Tahoe, Nev. The second section of the boat will be coming through Winona in about three weeks.

State Shorts
St. Cloud State
University -SOS's library plans are on the back burner
unless state legislators change their minds.
Whether or not approval is given concerning the $33 million bonding request for
the library, the planning will continue. In
1992 SCS received $290,000 for starting
the planning of the library. The site and
floor plans have been discussed.
-

The SCS social work department has
changed its views concerning its position
toward homosexuals, bisexuals, and
transgender people for the third time.
The original statement excluded and discouraged people of certain religious and
moral affiliations from entering social
work. The changes in the position statement have not affected the course material in the department.

Bring your books to:

CaMt.04.4,4

523 Huff-next to Papa John's
Tues. Feb. 22nd - Mon. Feb. 28th
9:00 am - 6:00 pm

The Winonan ,Winona State University's student newspaper, is written, edited, managed, and financed
by and for the students of Winona State University. It is the only publication of its kind on the campus of Winona
State University. The Winonan generates 60 percent of its income through advertising sales. The remaining
money is provided through student activity fees. The Winonan reserves the right to request verification of facts
from letters written for publication. Deadline for all submissions is the Friday prior to publication.
Subscriptions for persons outside the university are available from the business manager for $20
annually. Address all correspondance to: The Winonan, Winona State University, Kryzsko Commons, Winona,
MN, 55987; ph. (507) 457-5520.
The Winonan is recognized annually as an award winning newspaper in individual and as a whole by the
the Minnesota Better Newspaper Association in the area of student journalism including awards such as photography, news, variety, advertising design and layout. All submissions for awards are the sole work of students, free
from faculty/administrative exploitation.TheWinonan is copyrighted and may not be reproduced without
permission.
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(s''') BOARDWALK
DOWNTOWN TANNING CENTER
(formerly Silver Tanning on campus)
71 W. 3 St. / 4 blocks from campus

Get ready for Spring Break
Flaunt a Tan on the Beach

Single Tans

3.0
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After 7 p.m.
Mon. - Thur. &
All Day Sunday

OPEN LATE
452-7133
Call for an appointment
Quench Your Thirst While Looking Great.
Free 6-Pack of Dr Pepper/ 7-UP with purchase of any
tanning package
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Just a fraction of what wespend on
sports can help keep society m shape.
five hours of volunteer time
It's so easy to help your
community, when you think per week the standard of giving in America.
about it.
Get involved with the
Millions of people have -.4 •
helped make five percent Grit FiVe • causes you care about
and give five.
What you gelback is(.1ntneasurable.
of their incomes and

Pregnant? Need help?

n
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Spending

Congress
Continued from page 1
continuing education.
Rieder thinks she will bring a different perspective to Congress. She
has had a variety of experiences. Also, she is not only a woman, but a
homemaker with a career.
"Congress needs to have a balanced view and represent America"
says Rieder.
The campaign has just got started, and therefore fund raising has just
begun. Rieder will need to raise $600,000, with about $100-150,000 in the
1st District.
"It is essential for a candidate to receive funding from people in their
trict. Then
home disthe needed
you can get
from Washmoney
Rieder thinks she will bring a plains
ington" exRieder.
different perspective to Concampaign
T h e
gress. She has had a variety traditional
will have
organizaof experiences. Also, she is tion. Mary
on
Rieder
,
not only a womanbut
a lots
of
meeting
garner suphomemaker with a career.
people, to
campaign
port. The
swayed by
will not be
the media.
Rieder has 3 main issues of concern. She wants to secure the future,

by keeping the budget in balance, having a strong commitment to
education, protecting the environment, and preventing crime.
Rieder also feels health care is an important issue.
"I believe health care should be universal, but we must also be
conservative" says Rieder.
Rieder also supports rural America. She believes young people go to
metropolitan areas for jobs, and it is important for the economy to help
young farmers get started.
When Rieder considered being a woman in politics, she said we
would be kidding ourselves if we said there was no prejudice.
"It never would have occurred to me before to run for congress, but
things are a lot better now" says Rieder. "There are many progressive
people which is a positive thing, but there are also many who think a
women's place is at home."

Classes
Continued from page 1

was sent to all students encouraging them to take as many as 20 credits
which may have also helped with the increase in credit hours this spring.
President Krueger explained this letter by stating, "the first intentions
of this letter was not to be 20 credits," he continued," it was meant
originally meant for the students who were only taking 8 to 13 credits."
Krueger added that the administration assumed these students were
not getting the classes they wanted.
"When we first started to draft the letter the administration thought that
others might get upset by only offering more credits to those students who
were taking smaller class loads," Krueger said.
Krueger then decided to offer the heavier class loads to everyone in

Birthright can help.

Continued from page 1
fees collected system wide every year
and because of the merger it is a good
time to push such an issue.
'This isn't a new issue, in fact, the
idea hasbeen thrown around for quite
a few years, but right now is a particularly good time to bring this
up because of the merger, but it's one
of those issues that won't happen
tomorrow, but we must start the
discussion," Viggiano said.
Viggiano also said that despite the
positive aspects of such a proposal
there will be many, particularly some
university presidents, who feel that
such discretionary spending power
on the part of students will be a bad
idea.
"I'm sure that some [Presidents)
will be against it. The concern will be
the transitory effect from one group
to another, and presidents may feel
that decisions made by one group of
students may not be good for another
group of students," he said.

Randy Wanke, Mankato State
University Student Senate President
and outspoken proponent of such a
proposal, feels that students can and
must have the power to collect and
spend activity fee dollars.
'This is a precautionary measure,
with funds so tight activity fees are
bound to look like a gold mine to
many administrators, and it is important that students be empowered
to spend these fees as they see fit,"
Wanke said.
Wanke was also quick to point out
that students are responsible enough
to handle such responsibility despite
the feelings of some administrators.
"Many administrators view us as

not responsible adults but that is not
the case. We essentially do the same
thing now and it's my opinion that if
you give someone more
responsibility they usually rise to the
challenge, particularly if they have
proven themselves in the past," he
said.
Paul Wawrzaszek, Winona State
University Student Senate President,
agrees with Wanke but would like to
see himself and other senate
presidents have the power to veto
any student recommendations.
"I like this proposal and I'm very
familiar with it, but one thing I would
like to see is senate presidents with
the power to veto senate
recommendations, this I feel will take
the politics out of it," He said.
But Bill Fisher, student senate
legislative affairs chair, strongly
disagrees with Wawrzaszek's veto
idea.
"I don't agree with that at all,"
fisher said, "you shouldn't give one
person that much authority, and you
are talking to one person that is
running for president next year."
But despite a few disagreements
both agree that all student senates
must have the only authority to
collect, manage and allocate student
activity fee dollars.
"Some may dislike the veto idea,
but ultimately it's important that we
as students have the power to
distribute activity fee dolla rs and keep
it away from administrators,"
Wawrzaszek said.

Free Confidential Pregnancy Tests
24 Hour Hot Line
452-2421
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offer good

that
February 14, 1994

DON'T COMPROMISE...
CUSTOMIZE!

Looking for that perfect sweatshirt but you just can't seem to

Al EX leA 14 RESTAURANT
1415 SERVICE DR. - WINONA, MN - 452-8202

find the one that fits your personality? Come down to
Taran Tulas and pick out your own colors and fabrics to
create your perfect sweatshirt, t-shirt, cap or jacket.
With more than 40 fabric. patterns to choose from, the
combinations are endless!

WINTER GRADUATES
SPECIAL!
Getting out of Winona State and can't find
the perfect souvenir ... besides your
diploma & debts?
Custom order any
WSU alumni
clothing and we'll
ship it to you

FREE!

COME GET MEGATIZED
WITH US EVERY
THURSDAY NIGHT

920 W 5th Winona, MN

TARAN
TU LAs
ACTIVE WEAR

VALENTINE
WINNER:
Melanie Koenig
Total Pieces:
728

52 East Third St. • Downtown Winona • 454-8660 • Hours:
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WERE CONCERNED, THERE'S No-THING QUITE AS MUCH FUN As TRAVELLING
BY AIR! WHY, THERE'S THE CHALLENGE of
DECODING AIRLINE FARES...

by TOM TOMORROW.

LWAY5-ENJ0)1ABLE HOURS 05 CoNFINEMENT To A SEAT APPARENTL -CDEsiGNED FoR BEINGS FROM ANoTHER
PLANET__

--AI You MAKE RESERvATIoNS 51X MONTHS *.
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*tion surcharge is inevitable
Amid proposals of a tuition surcharge in response to Winona State
current $545,000 budget shortfall, students will face a tremendous dilemma
in deciding whether to impose a tuition surcharge upon themselves to
restore funding to academic services targeted for substantial cuts.
The amount of the surcharge students should impose is debatable,
but in light of the proposed cuts in academic services, students need look
at the tuition surcharge as an inevitable reality.
The administration has proposed significant cuts in library services
and other viable services to help alleviate shortfall funding problems. In a
practical sense, these cuts will probably translate into less hours of service
for the targeted areas, slower service than previously enjoyed, and an
overall decrease in the total quality of students' education.
Ironically, possible funding cuts to Maxwell Library would come at a
time when Winona State's Student Senate is diligently lobbying to state
legislatures and the governor for a funding allocation to build a new library.
These proposed cuts would also come when many older students are
beginning to see some of the tangible academic improvements to the
university.
The administration (i.e., President Krueger) has offered students the
opportunity to place a dollar value upon their education through a number
of proposed tuition surcharges that would reinstate funding to some of the
areas recommended for cuts.
Despite Krueger's unwillingness to cut academic services, he promised to allow students to make the decision regarding what services should
continue to be funded or cut.
He promised to honor the decision arrived at by the students, and not
to recommend his own package of proposed surcharges to the state
university board--the board that approves such recommendations.
Winona State students shouldn't test the sincerity of Krueger's
pledge by voting down a tuition surcharge, but the debate should be over
the amount at which the surcharge should be set. The amount of a
proposed surcharge depends on the severity of the budget shortfall and
additional areas the university is proposing to cut.
Student senate has organized an information forum from March 2123, at which students, faculty, and any interested party can question Darrell
Krueger, university president, and Fred Naas, the university's comptroller
about the details of the surcharge and the proposed cuts.
The onus is now with Winona State students as opposed to the
university officials to decide what is an equitable price for their education.

uNtpUE DINING EXPERIENCE...THE
ENTERTAINING AND INFORMATIVE MUSINGS
OF THE CAPTAIN—
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From our readers
Peace possible
in N. Ireland
Dear editor,
News events from British-occupied Ireland have indicated that peace
is a possibility as Britain announced
that it had been in contact with the
Provisional Irish Republican Army
and that further discussions with it
were going to take place.
Those discussions have not taken
place because Britain has called upon
the IRA to renounce violence while
reserving to itself the right to commit
violence against those fighting for the
absolute end of British rule in Ireland.
Moreover, peace talks cannot take
place because of Britain's insistence
on respecting the wishes of the majority of the people living in her conquered province. Unfortunately, the
American media have been guilty of
treating this British condition for
peace as reasonable and just because
it seemingly corresponds with our
ideal of democracy - government by
majority rule.
Unfortunately, the seeming majority in British-occupied Ireland loyal
to Britain is a majority that was artificially created; it was in American
political terms, a gerrymander. Ireland was only able to obtain freedom
from British rule by allowing the nine
counties which originally constituted
Ulster to become a six-county Ulster
with a guaranteed majority supporting British rule.
Britain created pseudo-Ulster by
simply leaving out those counties of
Ulster which had over-whelming
Catholic majorities loyal to Ireland.
Today there are perhaps two or three
counties in pseudo-Ulster with majorities favoring Irish sovereignty over
them. Yet no one speaks of "majority
rule" as being applied to them.
If Britain sincerely believes in the
principle of "majority rule", she
should allow Hong Kong to remain
under the Union Jack as the people
there do not want to live under a
Chinese communist dictatorship.
Peace will come to Ireland only
`when the British surrender their sovereignty in pseudo-Ulster and allow
the wishes of the true majority to
prevail - the people of Ireland.

Robert E. Nordlander

WSU fan conduct
outrageous

plete Patriot by Phillip Marsh which
cockiness and "studliness" gets in
the way of sportsmanship.

Embarrassed WSU Student

Irish perspective
inconsistent with
British sterotypes
Dear editor,
Official British expressions of unhappiness with Sinn Fein leader
Gerry Adams' success in explaining to Americans why Britain must
get out of Ireland would be amusing if they were not reeking with
moral hypocrisy.
For once Americans were getting a perspective on British-occupied Ireland that was not British.
Americans learned that there was
an Irish perspective and that that
perspective was conveyed by a
spokesperson who obviously did
not fit the British-created stereotype of terrorist monster.
How interesting that the media
reports of February 4 cited official
British chagrin because "US news
media seemed uninterested in hearing their side of Adams' argument
for the end of British rule in Northern Ireland."
Americans have been getting
nothing but British propaganda for
years via the uncritical American
media. Moreover, Sinn Fein and its
spokespersons are banned from
television in Britain. Sinn Fein is
not allowed on radio in Britain either. So much for British hypocrisy
in mourning the absence of the
"other side", - their side - during
Gerry Adams visit to America.
It cannot be forgotten that as
long as Britain hangs on to the remaining six counties of Ireland under her rule, it is British cannon and
bayonets that sanction the bigotry
of the Orange lodges against Catholics. Those lodges, the moral equivalent of the Ku Klux Klan in America,
are determined to keep Catholics in
social, political, and economic subservience by denying them equal
access to housing, jobs, and voting.
President Clinton deserves
praise for allowing Gerry Adams
into our country so that he could
present the case for ending British
rule in Ireland. The American media are to be commended for allowing him access to the American
people so he could do it.

William Gartland
Dear editor,
I went to the Men's basketball
game against Moorhead on February 12, 1994. I was shocked and
embarrassed at some of the WSU
students conduct. They were yelling insults at the opposing team
members - anything from their
shoes, haircuts, to how they played.
They were also yelling insults across
the floor to the opposing head coach.
It is too bad that they do not have
enough faith in our team to win
without cutting down the other
team. It is also too bad that their

Can lawyers hold
public office?
Dear editor,
February 7th, I asked Sheriff Richard Johnson of Winona county to collect the $25,000 bond the Clerk of
Court, Sally Cumiskey, posted claiming she will uphold the US Constitution. The Sheriff examined The Com-

gives the history of lawyers. All judges
are lawyers and all lawyers are subject to a foreign agent, the British!
European bankers and cartels sent
British lawyers to Chicago to form the
American Bar Association and We
the People have no authority over
them. Lawyers sign documents with
"Squire". The gold fringe on the US
flag in court indicates it is an admiralty/maritime court intended for the
captain at sea. We citizens should
have a US Constitutional Common
Law Jury Trial. The Clerk of Court
calls a jury to settle a dispute, the
plaintiff presents facts, defendant responds, the jury may ask questions,
and the jury decision is final! The
Sheriff is present only to keep order
and the Clerk of Court to record the
action. Sally denies me a jury trial.
The Sheriff also examined law 485
pertaining to duties of the Clerk of
Court. Also the Winona County blanket insurance bond which covers no
county employee that violates another
person's human rights. The term
"council" in the Constitution means
any person able to help the persons in
dispute. Now the Sheriff informed
me he will not collect Sally's bend
unless I get a court order (from this
admiralty/maritime court we have
in which 34 judges have denied me
d ue process since 2/28/80). Challeen
refused, Margaret Shaw Johnson said
she was too busy and Collins is in
Wabasha. Besides, Collins gave Sally
her job with approval off all Third
Judicial District Court Judges. This
Sheriff was appointed by the County
Commissioners who themselves deny
me agenda time. I educate them anyway after meetings or in breaks.
MacCauley said this morning Commissioners set legislative policy. Time
the others print my letters besides
The Independent. Voters need to
know!
P.S. Ruth Ginsburg told Senators
they are in violation of the original
13th amendment barring lawyers
from holding public office. Most Senators are lawyers! She got 100% approval.
Sister Elzear Lillian Kral

Letters policy
The Winonan encourages our readers to
write the editor in regards
to issues our writers have
addressed, or issues you
feel strongly about. If you
would like to write in,
please send all letters to
the Winonan, Kryzsko
Commons, Winona,
Minn., 55987. All letters
must be received by 7 p.m.
on the Sunday preceeding
our Wednesday
publication days. The
Winonan also reserves the
right to edit letters to the
editor for length.
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Impressions from the hypogeum

Anta

WSU fear not, for spring is near The
The politics of o ur politicians

By DEAN KORDER
columnist

Okay, kiddies. (Why, you ask, do I continually refer to
my readers as kiddies? I mean we are all adults here,
aren't we? Why do I have the penchant to use this term
like David Letterman? Could it be because I am as aged
and mature as Dave? Could it be some kind of deepseeded-diety-wanna-be-desire that makes me feel that all
of you are my children? Could it be that I want to
personalize my column, let my hair down, make you feel
at ease with reading the words I seek to put forth? Perhaps, I actually mean kitties, meaning I think you're all a
bunch of furry feline creatures, but, it seems obvious that
this isn't the case, although there probably is nothing
wrong with being a furry feline creature that does nothing
but eat, sleep, and chase
knitting yarn. And, if
you think about it, it
might be nice to take a
dump wherever you
want and have somebody else clean it up for
you, but I hope you
realize I don't mean kitties, and I don't mean
to insult anyone's integrity when I say kiddies,
it is just something I do.
Okay? Okay, enough
digression, let's get back
to this column.) Finals
are almost upon us. Are
you ready? Have you
actually done any
studying? Do you still
find yourself confused
about what the hell is
going on in your Mass Media Law class? Or, do you still
think the class has something to do with the particulars of
televising Sunday church services? Do you still not know
the difference between a quantifier and a qualifier? Or,
are you sure the answer is that one has a few different
letters than the other. Are you still a little misty about
what the major themes of Shakespeare's Hamlet are? Or,
are you sure that the play had something to do with what
you call a ham omelet?
If you answered yes to these, or any other questions,
regarding your classes, it is not too late to go and throw
yourself at the mercy of your professor, and have them
explain it to you. But, if you don't do something now,
you're screwed. You're going to fail your final exams,
your CPA is going to drop, your mommies and daddies
ain't gonna be too happy, (Of course, I'm not to happy
with any of you kiddies either, I mean, what would you
all say if there were signs hung all over the place advertising
"Bodacious Babes in Brassieres?" Okay, guys, I'd know
what you'd say, but, there already is a Ms. WSU contest,

and there is no requirement for the women to parade
around in boxer shorts, flexing their, their...oh, you
know what I mean, but at the MR. WSU contest, and no
I wasn't there, the contestants, from what I understand,
go dancing, prancing, and shaking their stuff all over the
place, and from the pictures I've seen, some of them
shouldn't have bothered. Anyway, the whole thing is a
disgrace, and a travesty. If we did this with women they
would call us "Testosterone U," there would be feminists picketing the college, the media would have a field
day, and we would all look like a bunch of sex starved
maniacs. But, the big question I have is, what does being
Mr. WSU pay? No, I don't want to be him, because you
couldn't pay me enough to
do it, but I wonder what it
takes to get men to do this:
a bottle of tequila, a dare, a
dream of becoming adored
by hundreds of screaming
women? Whatever. The
only one I'm not mad at is
Bruce Brinkman who, as I
heard, had enough guts,
and enough integrity, to decline becoming a part of this
ritual event. Now where
was I?) and your going to
be in school for another four
years.
But, hey, if this happens to you, don't worry,
cause after finals is SPRING
BREAK ! For some this
means work, for some this
means home,for others this
means, "PARTY-I N-THE-SUN-TIL-MY-SKIN-GETSFRIED-I-THINK-F M-GONNA-DIE-FROM-ALCOHOLPOI SOI NI NG-TH AT-G UY-OVE R-TH E RE-IS-PRETTYCUTE-THAT-WOMAN-HAS-NICE-LEGS-I-THINKI'M-GOING-TO-HURL-DI D-ANYONE-SEE-MYPASSPORT-WHAT-TIME-DO-WE-GO-BACK-HOMEISN'T-THAT-MICKEY-MOUSE-WALKING-INTOTHE-WOMEN'S-RESTROOM-WHAT-KIND-OFSUNSCREEN-SHOULD-I-USE (This is the biggest thing
Spring Breakers should worry about-protection. Don't
leave home without it, and don't slip it in 'til you slip it
on. Another digression, oh WELL.) CAN-I-BUY-YOU-ADRINK-IS-MY-TANLINE-SHOWING-WE-NEEDMORE-BEER-DID-YOU-BRING-THE-PI PE-WHAT'SYOUR-MAJOR?? "
I PROMISE I'LL CALL YOU.
To those of you that are actually going to enjoy this
version of Spring Break, have fun, for the rest of us, well,
have no fun, I don't know. Anyway, till we meet again
- kiddies - sweet dreams.

By Randal McDowell

By Paul Zuzick

It seems almost human nature
to place blame upon someone else
for our misfortunes and mistakes.
After all, children and politicians
do it every hour of every day. The
problem of course, is that children
don't make public policy, politicians do.
Take for example our own President. Bill Clinton strongly criticized then President George Bush
for his inaction over the systematic, destruction and outright genocide taking place throughout the former state of Yugoslavia. He like millions of others worldwide, cried out for
both the United States and NATO to, at the very least, put
pressure, if not force, on the use of air strikes upon Serb
strong holds. But now we see the same thing from him
that we have seen for so long from other world leaders:
nothing! And why? Because he, like so many before him,
find it easier to place blame upon others either within his
own government or upon other nations.
Meanwhile, thousands upon thousands of men,
women and children have and will continue to die while
the leaders of this world sit around and make excuses as
to why their country should not involve themselves in a
crisis of nearly unparalleled political and moral proportions.
Bill Clinton said it best," Most of those in Congress can
say whatever they want, they don't have constituents on
the ground over there." The President is correct, we don't
have Americans on the ground, and we won't, but what
we do have is continued death and destruction because of
worldwide indifference.
This is ironic of course knowing that Americans relish
in the fact that we are the world's only super power and
lets face it, we like it. And we like it a lot. Reagan and
Bush just loved beating up on people and for the most
part they did a pretty good job of destroying whatever it
was that they thought needed destroying. But what they
and most Americans won't do is respond to a situation
that is perceived to be outside of any economic or military
self- interest. But that narrow- minded, egotistical philosophy is disgusting and morally repugnant. And as a
result of that philosophy, Americans try to feel better
about themselves by engaging in a war of words between
themselves and other nations. But the blame game won't
work for long, because when the history books are read
and, long after Bosnia has been parcelled out, the world
will know that thousands have lost there lives and their
culture because they had no money or oil to give to
American politicians.

Bill Clinton has been talking
tough about the civil wars in the:
former Yugoslavia for years now
During the presidential campaign;
Clinton complained that George:.
Bush wasn't doing enough, and if
elected, he would initiate air:
strikes. Unfortunately, Bill Clintoriwas elected, and the tough rheto-:
ric continues today without any
action to back up his threats. -Bill Clinton's foreign policy
strategy seems to be made up of
empty threats and appeasement. This policy of indecision in Somalia, Haiti, North Korea and now Bosnia has
shown just how inept Bill Clinton is as Commander and
Chief.
Clinton has now issued an ultimatum that the Serbs
withdraw their weapons and lift the siege of Sarajevo.
within ten days or face allied air strikes.
Is this just another empty threat or is Clinton actu
ally backing his tough words with action? Does the
president know what he is getting himself and America
into?
Instead of dodging the draft and protesting against
the United States, Bill Clinton should have paid attention to the lessons of Vietnam.
Air strikes will not be effective. The weapons around
Sarajevo consist of portable guns that can be easily fired
and quickly moved. The terrain consists of mountain
valleys, covered by thick fog, which would force American fighter pilots to fly low, increasing the chances of
being shot down.
The only effective way to stop the Serbs would be to
send ground troops. How can the deployment of U.S.
troops be justified to fight in a civil war if the Europeans
aren't willing to fight.
Increased military action now will only prolong the
bloodshed causing the Serbian attacks to escalate while
inspiring the Muslims to continue fighting.
America cannot send its forces into an open-ended
mission, lacking specific goals and objectives. Military
involvement in Bosnia-Herzegovina could be the be-.
ginning of a military quagmire, which could establish a long-term U.S. presence in this dangerous, unstable
region.
Bill Clinton should stop talking tough about a war
that he has no intention of getting involved in. This
policy of indecision and empty threats has given ag- gressive leaders throughout the world a reason to test.
the will of the United States without fear of retaliation.

FORUM

How will the university's budget shortfall affect students?

It will decrease my money for
social spending.

A decrease In the budget may
cause a decrease in the quality
of education and services.

I was not aware of any budget
shortfalls and would appreciate
more Information on the financial status of this school.

I would rather pay more If the
school can provide better
faculty.

Otter Schwichtenberg
sophomore theater major

Eric Albrecht
sophomore marketing major

Brian Barstow
freshman nursing major

Toshiro Wakabayashi
sophomore International relations major

By CAROL HILL
columnist &

JOSH SMITH
photographer

Since Dr. Krueger was instated as the president of Winona State University, his main objective has been to provide a quality education for the
students. I would say that the majority of the students on campus are
satisfied with the quality of education they are receiving.
However, as students whose main concerns from day to day tend to be
focused on passing tomorrow's exam, we may not realize the effect that Dr.
Krueger's dedication to quality has had on our educations.
A large indicator which effectively demonstrates the effects of Dr. Krueger's
dedication is that Winona State University is one of the only institutions in
the State University System that is meeting its quotas for funding. That is no
small achievement when one looks at the magnitude of the problems the
other institutions are facing.
Mankato State University has lost more students than are enrolled at
Southwest State University, and Moorhead State University is down 2000
students. Bemidji State University is down 4500 students. Due to the
inability of the other institutions to meet their quotas this fall, we will be the
third largest university in the State University System.
However, due to the lack of enrollment in the other institutions, Dr.
Krueger no longer has the ability to maintain such a commitment due to a
lack of funding.
Two of his basic principles for a quality education are the affordability of
the education, as well as small class sizes. Affordability is certainly an

If the state of Minnesota is as concerned with the
college educations of its residents as it claims,
then why is it that we have such a regressive
formula to fund college educations?
important factor in choosing an institution for most students because many
need to take out loans or at least pay for a portion of their education, and
smaller class size certainly improves the environment for learning.
In light of this budget crisis, one of these two basic principles will have to
be forfeited and Dr. Krueger is faced with an immense decision and threat to
his efforts to provide a quality education. At a first glance at the situation,
most students would be against a tuition increase. But the other option,
faculty cuts to maintain low tuition, would have the most detrimental effect
on a quality education. Juniors and seniors particularly would protest, with
graduation in their sights. It would be the worst move the university could
make.
Fall quarter, Winona State was at an occupancy rate of 102%, and, for
winter quarter, it is at a rate of 100%. Looking at these numbers it is difficult
to understand how we got into this situation.
Due to the funding formula, according to Dr. Krueger, "we are impacted
for every student the other institutions in the system fall short of their target
by," since we are the only university running at full occupancy.
If the state of Minnesota is as concerned with the college educations of its

The budget shortfall will affect
the number of credits students
want to take. I want to have the
choice.

If there was a tuition increase I
would like to know where my
money is going.

Kristen Bettermann
sophomore social work major

Jody Peterson
sophomore nursing major

residents as it claims, then why is it that we have such a regressive formula
to fund college educations?
Since 1991, the quality of the average Winona State student has only
increased. Students who graduated in 1993 reported, overall, spending
more time researching, doing homework, and using collaborative learning.
As the national average of ACT Composite Scores is falling, the average
scores of our entering freshman are increasing.
Dr. Krueger, as our president, is responsible for much of this. We must
maintain attracting quality students at this institution to avoid falling into
the situation that the other Minnesota State Universities are in.
One of the solutions under consideration is to add a per-credit hour
surcharge onto our tuition. With the quality of students at Winona State
increasing, I do not think this solution would decrease the overall enrollment in the institution as much as reducing the number of courses available
due to cuts in staffing. The advantage to a surcharge is that it would be a set
rate which would not increase yearly with inflation. Dr. Krueger suggests
that, "I would, if I were you, do a substantial amount this year and not revisit
it." Through this we would be able to bring back classes, the library and
safety on campus.
Dr. Krueger has led Winona State down the right road so far, and I agree
with his solution. However, the decision has not been made and the students
definitely have a say on this issue. Imposing such a surcharge and having
student input on the issue would be unique in the United States. There is
much to be considered, such as, if we do impose a surcharge, do the students
want it at $2 to $3, or rather $8 to $9. And, if students do not want a surchirge,
where do they want the money to come from? Students must familiariie
themselves with the situation, the effects of the solutions, and then make
their voices heard.
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Winona State's Facilities director, John Burros, explains to Dave Bishop the problem concerning
the accessibility of library shelves to its handicapped patrons. The tour of the library was given
by WSU faculty and student senators to Minnesota legislators last Thursday afternoon in order to
reveal the problems we have concerning the library.
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Spring Quarter 1994
Drop/Add Refund Policy
March 15 & 16
Talbot Gym - Memorial Hall
9:30 a.m. - 3 p.m.
100% Refund
March 17
Registrar's Office Service Windows
9:30 a.m. - 3 p.m.
100% Refund
March 18,21,22
Registrar's Office Service Windows
9:30 a.m. - 3 p.m.
No Refund

THE GREATEST:

1994 Spring Quarter
Mass Registration Materials
Will Be Available
Monday
March 14
WSU ID REQUIRED
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Life's too
short
Stop the
hate!

For Your Books!
Winona State University
at the

$ Bookstore $
How to look
great even If your
eyesight isn't.
Daily wear soft contacts only $69
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Includes:
f Exam & fitting
i'3 months follow-up care
'Complimentary ReNu care kit
Tinted & toric lenses additional.
Add 2% MN care tax.
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Levis •
Sunglasses
by Bausch & Lomb
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With purchase of contacts
Expires 3/31/94

Vision
World
Minnesota's locally
owned optical company
Winona Mall 454-1792
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Left: 011ie, a four-year-old yellowlabrador mix, yawns and whimpers to be let out of his kennell. Jon
Drystad says 011ie has got it easy
with his heat lamp and blanket
Inside of the garage. 011ie came
to the Humane Society suffering
from malnutrition aboutt wo weeks
ago, and Is still about 15 pounds
under weight.
Below: Bingo, a female shepherdlabrador mix, enjoys frolicking in
the snow. Heidi and Jon Drystad
believe that Bingo was abused
with a shovel by her former owners.

The

Humane
Thing to do
By JENNIFER WEINLAEDER
Variety Reporter

111$1,0**U0,400
•

Above: Bingo gets
bored with 011ie
and Jon Drystad,
and runs off to find
something else to
get into.
Right: Bingo, usually full of energy,
takesa break from
her running
around to be pet
by Heidi Drystad.

When people think of a Humane Society, they usually think of poor, helpless
cats, dogs, and other animals locked in
cages in a shelter. But, as for the Winona
Humane Society, there is no shelter. Instead, the members of the Humane Society and a few people from the city volunteer their homes to temporarily house the
animals.
The Humane Society started a few years
ago with the members trying to help animals without homes and trying to place
them with foster homes. The members
did not realize at the time that they would
soon be a Humane Society.
Even though a shelter does not exist, a
phone number to reach the Humane Society is listed in the yellow pages of the
phone book. When people call this number, they will reach an answering machine which is followed up by volunteers
who take time to answer the messages
whenever they have a moment to spare.
This is the primary way to reach any
members of the Humane Society.
The Winona Humane Society works
with the city to help house stray or aban-

Photos
by
Josh
Smith

Above: Heidi holds back Bingo
from pouncing on 011ie and Jon.

7/PHT 10.'4 '

doned animals. If the animals are not
retrieved by their owners in five to seven
days, the animals are either given to the
Humane Society or euthanized. Once in
the hands of the Humane Society, the members try to place the animals in foster
homes. "At the moment, we have very
few animals that need to be housed," said
Heidi Drystad, a Humane Society volunteer/member. The majority of the animals that need be housed are cats and
dogs.
The Society's main goal is to build a
shelter instead of housing the animals in
temporary homes. "All of our fundraising
money will go to building a shelter for the
animals, " Lee Galloway, another volunteer/member said. In the future, a plan
will be proposed to have local businesses
look into perhaps investing in the project.
All of the money that the Humane Society
has is strictly from donations from the
public.
Students who live in the dorms are not
allowed to have pets but students who
live off campus and would like to have a
friendly animal in the house or apartment
should call the Human Society, 452-3135,
for more information on how to adopt an
animal.
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DRUNK DRIVING DOESN'T JUST KILL DRUNK DRIVERS.
Andrea Harris, killed Aug. 26, 1991 at 6:00pm on El Camino Real, Atascadero, California.
Next time your friend insists on driving drunk, do whatever it takes to stop him. Because if he kids innocent people, how will you live with yourself?

FRIENDS DON'T LET FRIENDS DRIVE DRUNK.
US Department of Transportation
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Variety

Gunderson crowned Seven
Mr.
WSU
men vie for the title
By KERRY K. CANNON

at entertainment including, a poetry
reading, two lipsync performances, a
David Letterman skit, an accoridion
version of Mary Flad A Little Lamb,
A group of energetic young men
took to the stage Thursday night to and a demonstration of how to pick
up women.
compete for the titleof Mr. WSU 1994.
Freshman English major Trisha
The event, held February 10 at 7:30
Vick, found the "untalent" competip.m., drew many students to Somsen
tion to be "very, very interesting,"
auditorium to see Erik Gunderson be
and even a little "stimulating."
crowned the new Mr. WSU.
The final category was the "forGunderson, sponsored by the
mal weal' competition. Each particiAmerican Sign Language Club, is one
pant appeared in a toga, some more
of a few hearing impaired students at
WSU. He enjoyed being a part of the original than others. The judges were
then given one long last look at the
competition, and expressed that, "it
contestants before the field was nardoesn't matter that I won, just that
rowed to five.
we all had fun."
Once the five finalists were deterEach of the contestants repremined, a concluding question was
sented a WSU club or organization in
which they are currently members. asked of each of them. The judges
then made their final decision. SecThe seven men confidently competed
ond runner-up Maddox said, "At first
in four categories. They began with a
group dance and moved on to a Boxer I didn't want to do it, but it was a
good experience."
Shorts competition.
Ross Greden, sponsored by the
Nicole Izydeor, a freshman eduDelta Sigma Pi fraternity, was chosen
cation major said, "The competition
as first runner-up.
was entertaining, but Charles takes
Pete Gmur and Mike O'Connor
first place."
were
the MC's for the annual event.
Izydeor was referring to Charles
"I think the people had a good time
Maddox, who was named second
and the contestants had a really good
runner-up. Maddox was sponsored
time," they agreed.
by the Black Cultural Awareness
"I thought it was reallygood, much
Association.
better than last year," said Andy
The program then moved from
the boxers to the "untalent" competi- Martin, a junior communications
major.
tion. There was a variety of attempts
Variety Reporter

Amy Zellmer/Staff Photographer

Eric Gunderson showed off his unique "boxer" shorts at the Mr. WSU pageant last Thursday evening in the Somsen auditorium. Gunderson
won the 1994 Mr. WSU title.

Smitson shares the beauty of solitude
By NICHOLE FAVRO
Variety Reporter

Judy Smitson, a resident of
Rochester MN, spoke to students and
staff, last Tuesday at south Lourdes
hall. Smitson talked about her
experience living in a year of solitude on an island, 320 miles north of
Rochester. Smitson said that she did
this for a part of her synthesis for a
project she completed on the four
seasons. She did this while she was
attending classes at Hamline
University.
"When I first got there, I saw such

perfection. Living in a city, we rarely
see such perfection," Smitson said.
"As I look back, I see a profound
experience, I became self-reliant,
ready to be on my own," said Smitson.
While speaking to the students and
staff, Smitson emphasized her
experiences during the winter.
"Winter changed what I saw and how
I saw it," she said.
One of the reasons that Smitson
loved winter so much more than the
other seasons is because of the silence
she felt during the winter. She saw
very few animals in the winter months
in comparison-to the other seasons
and this added to the silence.
Spring was Smitson's least favor-

read again at night.
a twin. Doing this was very unique
Smitson does have a family of her for me," Smitson said.
own, and her husband insisted that
Smitson did have a phone and a
each morning she call a friend of hers clock with her, but oftentimes,
just to check in and ensure that she especially in the winter, she lost track
was alright. Though she was far from of the time. "I had a difficult time in
civilization and her family, Smitson the winter with sense of time. In
expressed that she never felt alone. "I winter, we d id n' t have the sun—there
As I look back, I see a was very content," she said. "I never was always a gray tone," she said.
fear."
Smitson often referred to the
profound experience, I experienced
"You're mind goes into overdrive solitude and silence she experienced
became self-reliant, ready when you're alone—you're during her time in the winter. "Winter
constantly thinking," she added.
was the most spiritual and profound
to be on my own,
Not only did she handle being season because of the silence. I
alone well, but it gave her a sense of enjoyed the summer, and fall was my
Judy Smitson
identity. "1 grew up as a twin so I second favorite season because it was
"chores" done, and then would take always shared time with another becoming silent again."
a walk in the afternoon and write or person and was always identified as

ite season, because she felt restless
and out of perspective.
Smitson's days consisted of
waking up each morning and writing
down each day's experiences. She
then would go outside to get her

Healthy Ways for Healthy Days

Tamberlaln Jacobs/Staff Photographer

Jacqulyn Hall, sophomore speechtheater arts major, hands over a plate of cool whip lite to Jeff Holmes, a freshman mass communication major, and Amy Rick,
senior mass communication major, to dip their fruit-kabobs into during the "Good Food for Thought" presentation on Wednesday night for the Public Relations class
convention.

By JESSICA ADSIT
Variety Editor

Tamberlaln Jacobs/Staff Photographer

Julie Zuehlke, mass communications professor, grades a
display exhibited In Stark Hall for part of her Public Relations
class convention last Wednesday night.

Healthy living is becoming more than just a trend in
today's world—it is becoming a lifestyle. "Healthy Days
for Healthy Ways" was even the title theme for Julie
Zuehlke's Public Relations 240 convention held last week.
The convention is an annual event for Zuehlke's class
and incorporates a different theme into the program each
year. This year's class was divided into 19 groups of
approximately four people. Each group was assigned a
letter of the alphabet and was instructed to base the name
of their group and their presentation from that letter.
John Barry, a junior public relations major, and his
group were assigned the letter 'R' hence the name of their
group, "Red Blood Cell Association". The focus of their
presentation was the importance of donating blood.
"We gave a lot of information about donating blood and
who can and cannot donate," said Barry.
There was a wide variety of subjects offered at the two-

day convention. "Ice and You" explained the proper
use and safety of ice packs, "The Quality Exercise
Foundation" discussed the pros and cons of popular
exercise videos, and "Smoke-Free Association"
touched on the dangers of smoking.
Lesley Mroz, a senior advertising major, was a
member of the "Purple Hearts" organization. "We
discussed the benefits of cardiovascular exercise, a
healthy diet, and various heart diseases," Mroz said.
One of the groups was In charge of organizing
and planning the convention. They prepared the
convention program and schedule. Bob Hutchison,
a senior advertising major and member of this committee, was the MC for both of the evenings.
Each of the groups were also required to display
a booth complete with posters, brochures, business
cards, or any other promotional materials that they
could design. The exhibits allowed the students,
faculty and community members who were attending the convention the opportunity to speak with the

presentors on a personal basis.
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Criticism

Review
The King lives in 'E' is for Elvis
ae,SL

An illustrated guide to fun facts and trivia about the life of Elvis Presley
becoming an Elvis impersonator.
Could it be that Elvis was and is a
messiah sent from God to help humankind find its way through this
labyrinth of sin and debauchery we
It's only a matter of time before a call life? Could it be that Graceland is
church devoted to the worship of the new Bethlehem and that pilgrimElvis Presle is established. Ever since ages there can cure the sick? Could it
be more than a coincidence that Jesus
and Elvis were both Capricorns?
Unfortunately I have no hard and
fast answers to these questions, but it
couldn't hurt to look in this virtual
bible of Presley information, 'E' is for
Elvis: An A-to-Z Illustrated Guide to the
King of Rock and Roll by disciples
Caroline Latham and Jeannie Sakol.
Actually, Latham and Sakol aren't
terribly interested in promoting Elvis
as a deity. In fact, as you leaf through
this compendium of trivia, it becomes
abundantly clear that the duo has no
shame when it comes to revelations.
Ever wonder how Elvis felt about
white cotton panties? The answer is
tho king of rock 'n' roll died on Aug. here: "According to insider sources,
16, 1977, the push for deification has one thing a woman could always
- grown stronger, with fans claiming count on to arouse Elvis Presely sexuvisitations when comfort was needed, ally was a pair of white cotton underor when clarification was required pants."
Or how about what is labeled "The
on whether to dedicate one's life to

By MAREN LONGBELLA
Uterary Critic

don't continually wallow in the gutter. They do break the surface occasionally to give less repulsive bits of
information, some of which borders
on the completely innocuous. For
example, did you know Elvis wore a
size 16-35 shirt and that his shoe size
Could it be that Elvis was was 11D? Information like this, along
with every nickname Elvis ever called
and is a messiah sent his
former wife, Priscilla, is only for
from God to help human- the totally devoted fan.
the truth be told, the only people
kind find its way through whoIfwould
ever want such a tome as
this labyrinth of sin and 'E' is for Elvis: an A-to-Z Illustrated
Guide to the King of Rock and Roll is a
debauchery we call life? totally devoted fan. For the less devoted and less knowledgeable, there
led to chronic discomfort."
is the practically mandatory list of
Or better yet, "According to Elvis every movie the King ever made,
biographer Albert Goldman, Elvis complete with plot summaries, as
Presley referred to his penis as 'Little well as lists of every album he ever
Elvis' and frequently spoke of it in put out and every song he ever rethe third person."
corded.
Yes, 'E' is for Elvis is a veritable
The alpha and the omega is what
cornucopia of information better left Latham and Sakol give you —
unearthed. The worst part is that whether you want it or not, whether
people will want to read every lurid you're a fan or not. If you're not, than
detail and then tell their friends. And just ignore this. If you are, then you
then they'll tell friends. And so on now know where to find the answers
and so on and so on.
to every question you ever had about
Fortunately, Latham and Sakol good old E and then some.
Colon Problem"? "... Probably because of the long-term use of laxatives, his colon lost its ability to contract and became quite enlarged. This
made his abdomen distended and

Find a jazz-rock mix in Donald
Fagen's release Kamakiriad
By DAVE HRUBY

can go have some fun. "Snowbound, let's sleep in today. Wake me up, when
the wolves come out to play." Come on let's all be honest, how many times
is it too cold to get to class during the day but we some how manage to fight
"Kamakiriad". Trans-Island Skyway, Countermoon, Springtime, Snowbound, the bitter wind and gallivant to a local "house of beverage" until 1 a.m..
Thankfully I just happen by chance to live above one of these houses, so I can
Tomorrow's Girls, Florida Room, On the Dunes, Teahouse on the Tracks.
get away with the excuse.
And just like the typical male, the singer in the song professes, "Let's stop
Sit back relax and take a moment or two with Donald Fagen's newest off at the Metroplex, that little dancer's got some style. Yes she's the one I've
release "Kamakiriad". Fagen was the former front man and driving force been waiting for, at the stage door." Boy I wonder what he wants?
Teahouse On the Tracks is full of style. Mellow lyrics accompanied by
behind the legendary jazz-rock band Steely Dan from the seventies. After his
work with Steely Dan, Fagen released the album "Night Fly" in the eighties, some nifty brass makes this song mighty soulful. Rounding out the song is
which received much critical acclaim. Despite success, it took Fagen until a group of female back up singers who fill in the music leaving no empty
spots. One of the fun things about the song is the trumpet breaks into a little
mid 1993 to release his next album, "Kamikiriad".
To explain the album I will use the description from the liner notes. jazz improv and the sound of applauding fans and cheering people are
"Kamikiriad is an album of eight related songs. The literal action takes place mixed in to give it a live club feel.
If you like a little jazz feel to your music and can appreciate some quality
a few years in the future, near the millennium. In the first song, Trans-Island
Skyway, the narrator tells us he is about to embark on a journey in his new
dream car, a custom tooled Kamakiri. It's built for the new century; steam
Music Critic

DeN

FAGEN

The music is mellow and groovy, the type
one would hear at some hip coffee shop in
Uptown Minneapolis.

:funny as:tt
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driven, with a self contained vegetable garden and radio link with the
Tripstar routing satellite. The next six songs describes his adventures along
the way. In the last song Tea House On The Tracks, the narrator lands in dismal
Flytown where he must decide whether to bail out or to rally and continue
moving into the unknown."
The album was produced by former Steely Dan cohort Walter Becker
who also lent some backing vocals. Becker and Fagen working together
inevitably leads to a sound very similar to what a Steely Dan album would
sound like today if the band would had continued. Like earlier work
"Kamakiriad" is once again an excellent jazz-rock mix. The album is laced
with catchy keyboard work, incredible harmonies by the backing female
singers, and a smooth as silk feeling to the music.
The music is mellow and groovy, the type one would hear at some hip
coffee shop in Uptown Minneapolis. True, a lot of the 30 something yuppie
crowd has tuned into "Kamakiriad" and claimed it for their own on the Cities
97 radio station in Minneapolis, but the music is still hip enough for the
college crowd (Oh, if you listen closely to the corridor music at the La Crosse
mall you can catch a few tracks of the album there also).
Like Fagen's prior work, "Kamikiriad" has achieved critical success.
After being given four stars in just about every review written, it was
nominated for the Grammy Awards as album of the year.
So what are some of the worthy tracks of admiration on "Kamakiriad"?
All of them. Really there is not a song that I skip over when listening to it. But
I shall pick out a few tracks as the best of the best to tell you about.
Snowbound is the fourth track on the album, and the only word to
describe it is incredible. Smooth and full of suave, the song is an anthem for
skipping work on a cold winter day and waiting for the night to come so you
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keyboard playing with a little bass guitar for fun, "Kamikiriad" is the place
to look. Or maybe you just want something a little off the beaten path of most
college music. "Kamakiriad" is an excellent album worthy of my thumbs up.
I would suggest, though, that to truly enjoy "Kamakiriad", you listen to the
album all the way through and uninterrupted. Not just because it tells the
story of the narrator's journey, but because it contains sophisticated and
thoughtful arrangements that deserve some serious attention. It's far too rare
that an album or group with real talent comes around in today's techno
world, so when true musicians appear, take advantage of them.
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Music videos with a twang of country,
better than hard rock music of MTV
tion with every thing from country
specials, to music videos, to interviews with your favorite country
Television
stars.
Critic
I used to despise country until a
few friends introduced me to it. I was
never a hard metal rocker though. I
began to enjoy country with the release of Garth Brooks' I Got Friends In
Low Places, and with Trisha
Yearwood's She's In Love With The
Boy, and then along came Pam Tillis
with Shake The Sugar Tree, and Billy
Ray Cyrus with Achy-Breaky Heart.
Those are just a few of the catchy
songs coming out of Nashville. I flip
Sick of MTV? Sick of the same old on the Nashville channel every once
hard rocking bands that scream in awhile, especially in the morning
words you don't understand, and hours when I am avoided both doing
play music that is hard on your ears, my homework and getting out of
and so loud that you often wonder if bed.
it is real music at all?
Video Morning begins the day at
If so, I have got a great video chan- 8:00 a.m. on Nashville. You get
nel for you. This channel does not THREE hours of good country vidonly offer your favorite music vid- eos, and they have new videos as
eos, but also specials about your fa- well as older videos, so you get to see
vorite singers. You can find this on your favorites time and time again.
Channel 45, TNN. If you did not
Country videos really hit home to
already know, TNN is a country sta-

By AMY JO
HAHN

people, and they always carry a lot of
meaning. There are great love songs
in country, and great meaningful sad
songs in country as well. There are
videos of Vince Gill, Reba, Dolly Parton, Pam Tillis, Doug Stone, Alabama,
and countless more. If you are a

Country videos
really hit home to
people, and they
always carry a lot
of meaning.
country fan you are in true heaven,
and if you are not you are more than
likely in pure hell! I am warning
those of you who do not like country,
the music really grows on you! I like
it myself, though I am not obsessed
with it. However the music is relaxing, meaningful, and soon you will
find yourself singing the words to

and who needs screaming for singthe videos on Video Morning.
Don't get too upset when the ing, and loud drums crashing for
morning comes and goes because music? Not I! So from one soft music
there is a Video PM, and this show
starts at 2:00 p.m and goes until 5:30
p.m. If that is not good news for country music lovers, I do not know what
is!
This channel is certainly a great
channel for those of you out there
who love country, and who love to
see the face of singers such as Billy
Ray Cyrus. I recommend it to anyone
who likes country, or anyone who is
thinking about listening to more than
just hard rock music.
And if country just is not your
thing but softer older songs are, you
can just go up one channel to 46, and
you will run into VH1, and this channel has videos too. But unlike MTV,
VH1 shows videos that are tones
down and quieter, more love songs,
and more good oldies, and songs from
the 1980's and also 1990's. I also love
this channel because I tend to get sick
and tired of MTV and its hard rock. It
seems to me that this is all MTV plays,

lover to another, tune in to TNNNashville, and VH1. You won't be
dissapointed, I assure you!
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Satori reading

Joseph
Continued from page 9
Potiphar. Meanwhile, Joseph's brothers take his technicolor coat, dip it in
goat's blood, and tell Jacob that Joseph died saving them from a monster.
Joseph works for Potiphar until
one day Potiphar's wife seduces Joseph and Potiphar catches them. He
blames Joseph and sends him off to
jail. Then Potiphar has a dream and
he asks Joseph to interpret it. Joseph
tells him that Egypt will have seven
years of good crops and seven years
of bad. Potiphar is so happy that he
takes Joseph out of jail and puts him
in charge of rationing out the crops.
After the seven years of good crops,
Joseph's brothers are starving in Israel. They travel to Egypt to beg food
from the Pharoah. Instead of meeting the Pharoah, they meet Joseph,
but don't recognize him. Joseph gives
them food, but then, in order to see if
they have become good humble men,
he plants one of his goblets in
Benjamin's pail and accuses him of
stealing it. Joseph's brothers beg him
not to put Benjamin in jail and to
punish them instead. Joseph realizes
that his brothers have changed and
he reunites them all again.
The whole story is told through
song and dance and there are no
speaking parts. The lyrics were written by Tim Rice and the music was
composed by Andrew Lloyd Weber.
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Patrick Wleczorek/Staff Photographer

Lora Wendolf, a paralegal graduate of WSU, recites one of her poems from the Satori reading

at the Acoustic Cafe last Thursday evening.

Legendary percussionist at WSU
By TERRENCE YOUNG

Urness and also featured him on the
flugclhorn. This song also featured
Brandy Siebenaler on vocals.
The WSU Jazz Combo performed
two
numbers. The Jazz Combo conThe crowd was astonished as
Winona State University's Jazz En- sists of Brad Schrandt on saxophone,
semble finished its encore number Katrina Marshall on piano and keyZodiac Girls by Doug Beach, with boards, Adam Snyder on guitar, Jeff
guest artist Ed Shaughnessy on Fri- Strom on vibes, Kevin Davis on
drums, Rich Casey on bass guitar,
day, Feb. 11 at WSU's mainstage,
and WSU Jazz Ensemble director, Dr.
Performing Arts Center.
Ed Shaughnessy, who was for- James Hoch on flute. First, the Combo
played Blue Train by John Coltrane
merly the drummer for NBC's Toand Around Downtown, a piece writnight Show for 29 years, is currently
ten by the Jazz Combo's vibist, Jeff
touring with the Doc Severinsen OrStrom.
chestra, and was the guest artist and
Following Around Downtown, the
clinician at a program called "Day of
Jazz Ensemble reconvened and it feaPercussion" at WSU.
tured its guest artist on drums, Ed
BeforeShaughnessy's appearance,
the WSU Jazz Ensembleperformed Shaughnessy. The first song
Shaughnessy played with the Jazz
for the crowd. Theopening song was
Ensemble was apiece called Limbo,
I Hear Ya Talkin' by Lenny Niehaus.
written by Shaughnessy.
Three soloists performed among a
Shaughnessy then introduced a
tightly-structured trumpet movesong written by Bill Holman called
ment. Katrina Marshall played on
Sunshine Swing. Holman was the
thepiano, and Brad Schrandt and
writer behind the music ofNBC's
Kristy Schweitzer on saxophones.
Tonight Show. Sunshine Swing feaHitting the big band era, the Jazz
tured Schrandt on saxophone, Chris
Ensembleplayed Little Brown Jug by
Johnson on trombone, and Casey on
Glenn Miller. Following that, What
Kind of Fool Am I?, arranged by Gary

Special to the Winonan

bass guitar.
A song called Woodrow followed.
Woodrow, written by Bill Holman, was
written in dedication to the late
Woody Herman after his death. A
lightly-structured sound in that song
reminded the crowd of the late
musician's influence.
Strike up the Band, arranged by
Holman, featured Shaughnessy and
his unique command of the Indian
rhythmic system and theTabla, which
he studied Allarakh, Ravi Shankar's
virtuoso tabla player. Shaughnessy
used Indian drumming methods such
as bare-handed drumming and used
staccato vocal syllables to enhance
thepercussion. This song led itself to
an interesting interaction between
Shaughnessy and bass guitarist
Casey.
After the standing ovation, Jazz
Ensembleplayed its encore number
called Zodiac Girls, arranged by Doug
Beach. This featured Johnson on
trombone and Strom on drums. With
two drummers on hand in the same
song, the audience was never sure
what to expect. Strom would provide the ensemble's tempo and

Shaughnessy would play counterpoint and sometimes vice-versa. In
either respect, the two-drummer-addition to Zodiac Girls showcased a
lively and comical exchange between
Strom and Shaughnessy.
Shaughnessy's feature performance with the Jazz Ensemble
showed years of performing and expertise. In fact, Shaughnessy has been
playing drums since he was 14 years
old. At age19, he was playing with
George Shearing in New York City.
After being the driving percussion
force with NBC's Tonight Show Orchestra, Shaughnessy still plays with
Severinsen and the brilliant soloist
comprised his own 17-picce band
called "Energy Force".
Along with keeping on beat,
Shaughnessy is an author of two instruction books, New Time Signature
in jazz Drumming and Big Band Drummers' Readers Guide.
In response to the dynamic and
energetic performance on Friday
night, Rob Gilbert, freshman music/
business major said, 'The concert was
upbeat and enjoyable."
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Nutrition Nibbles
Do epresso and cappuccino have more caffeine than regular coffee? Stronger taste doesn't
necessarily mean more caffeine. Espresso and
cappuccino are made from the more expensive
arabica beans, which produce a stronger taste,
but contain less caffeine than the robusta beans
which are blended into standardAmerican coffee.
A 2-oz serving of espresso contains about 100
mg of caffeine, as does cappuccino, which is
made from about 2-oz of espresso with milk
added. Caffeine amounts in regular coffee.vary,
depending on the brewing method, amount of
coffee used, and how finely the beans are ground.
A 5-oz cup of automatic drip coffee averages 130
mg of caffeine, while percolated coffee averages
94 mg, and instant coffee aaverages 74 mg. Tea
ranges from 9 mg to 110 mg, depending on the
type of tea and brewing time, and colas contain
about 45 mg of caffeine per 12-oz can.
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Beds

157 East 3rd St. (452-6067)
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Gymnastics

WSU too much for Gustavus
Warriors finish no lower than third in first four meets
By KEVIN BECHARD
Assistant Sports Editor

Revenge can be so sweet, especially when it comes against an opponent that finished a few points
ahead at last week's Gershon Invitational at UW-La Crosse. In this case,
Winona State University's gymnastics team felt that it was necessary to
prove to Gustavus Adolphus who
was the better team of the two.
Last week, the Golden Gusties
nipped the Warriors for second place.
This time, WSU had its mind set on
returning the favor as they hosted
Gustavus Adolphus at McCown
Gymnasium last Sunday afternoon.
A combination of wanting to win
the meet more than their opponent
and performing on home territory
were the two keys which led the
Warriors to victory over their opponent, 142.0-137.175.
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Melissa Green returns

teturn

Melissa Green, who has not been
at 100% because of a knee injury
which occurred before Christmas,
was a key gymnast to her team's
victory. Green, whose all-around
score was 35.925, scored behind sister Annemarie's 36.3.
Though Melissa's knee limited her
to participate in only a few events,
her score of 8.75 on the vault proved
to be a big help for the team as they
competed for this event.
Becky Minns and Annemarie
Tamberialn Jacobs/Staff Photographer Green tied for the top Warrior score
on the vault as they each scored a
Tami Beers contorts her body during her balance beam routne last
Sunday afternoon in a meet against Gustavus Adolphus in McCown. 9.15. Shannon Pohl, whose all-

around score was 34.425, also placed
high on the vault with 8.925.
With these four top scores, the
Warriors won the vault competition
with 35.925. But Gustavus Adolphus,
being the strong competitor they are,
placed very close to its opponent on
the vault with 35.725 with the help of
the scores of two of its top competitors.

Mid-way point lead of four
At the half-way point of the meet,
WSU was clinging to a semi-comfortable lead at 70.475-66.725.
Although WSU's Minns (Achilles
tendon) and Wendy Pickert have
battled injuries this season, both took
the pain and competed in Sunday's
meet.
Pickert, who has missed most of
the season due to a foot injury, scored
an 8.2 on the vault and 8.55 on the
beam. Not only does the team see
her as a valuable competitor, but she
also fulfills the role of team leadership.
The Warriors again took advantage of their opponent as three of the
members scored a 9.0 or higher on
the beam. Annemarie led the pack
with 9.4, followed by sister, Melissa's
9.275. Janet Carter rounded off the
list with an even 9.0.
Three quarters of the way through
the meet, WSU still had the score
advantage as they led 105.9-100.925.
Though the Golden Gusties nipped
the Warriors in the floor exercise,
36.25-36.1, WSU's previous lead was
enough to insure them the win.

Continued effort despite losses for WSU
The Winona State University
women's basketball team went into
action at home on Saturday against
Moorehead State University and lost
68-56. The Warriors record is now 18 in the Northern Sun Intercollegiate
Conference, 7-15 overall. The team
has lost 13 out of it's last 14 games.
Despite theloss the women played

well throughout the game and were two players step up and take charge
down by only five-40-35—at the in the scoring department. Freshhalf.
man guard Rita Wolcott and freshThe biggest problem for the man forward Jennifer Hosting kept
women was the way Moorehead con- the Warriors in the game with their
tained Vickie Field and Michelle scoring. Wolcott led the team with
Dedin. Although Dedin finished the 17 points and Hosting hit for 12
game with 10 points, Field was held points.
to just four. This really hurt the team
The women kept the game close
considering Dedin and Field are lead- until the final minutes when
ing the team in scoring.
Moorehead's press proved to be too
The Warriors did however have much for the Warriors and the Drag.,"."'"
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Tamberlaln Jacobs/Staff Photographer

Vicki Field, sophomore forward, drives the lane against a Moorhead defender during the women's
game this past Saturday evening In McCown Gym.

By KEVIN BECHARD
Assistant Sports Editor
It is a fact that most teams

find it
difficult to win on the road, but
Winona State University men's basketball team went to Wayne State
(Neb.) last Wednesday and did, 7067.
The Warriors went into the
lockerroom at halftime holding a 3732 lead. WSU's offense went up by
as many as 12 points twice in the
second half, but the Wildcats did not
give up easily and often kept the
game within reach.
As time in regulation was rapidly
running down, both benches were
tense because of the close score, but
Ted Conway did not buckle under
pressure.
With seven seconds remaining
and the Warriors up by one point at
68-67, Conway went to the line for
two shots as the result of a foul.
Conway's two points increased
WSU's margin to a more comfortable three-point lead.
Although it seemed as if the Warriors had claimed this as a victory,
Wayne State, seeing the clock at seven
seconds, felt as if they could tie the
game with a trey to send it into overtime. The ball was immediately
passed to the Wildcats best shooter,
Kyle White, who launched a three-

See basketball, page 13

Women's basketball

By ANNIE JOHNSTON
Sports Reporter

Warriors
defeat
Wildcats,
Dragons

ons pulled away with the victory.
Although the Warriors did not
beat the Dragons, this game was a
big improvement from the last game
they played against Moorehead. On
Jan.15, Moorehead defeated Winona
State by 33 points, so the team was
very happy with their improved performance. The Warriors shot 43 percent from the field as did the Dragons. This was one reason the women
were able to keep the score close.
Another improvement was the
rebounding of the Warriors. They
managed to pull down 34 rebounds
which is a big improvement on past
games.
Despite the loss, Jennifer Hosting
feels the team is playing better.
"We all have felt the need to step
up at one time or another because of
all the injuries," said Hosting. "We're
having more intense practices and
we're playing more like a team."
Rita Wolcott agrees. Wolcott feels
the biggest thing they need to work
on is breaking the press.
"Our biggest downfall was we
could not break their press." said
Wolcott. "I think we just need to
keep playing and we will keep improving."
Head Coach Terri Sheridan was
also happy with her team's performance.
'The girls played well and I'm
pleased with their effort."
On Wednesday Feb. 9, the women
traveled to Nebraska to face nonconference opponent Wayne State.
Despite a valiant effort, the women
were once again defeated 75-53.
The Warriors shot only 35 percent
from the field, committed 22 turnovers and were outscored 39-25 in
the second half.
Jennifer Hosting had a game-high
18 points, while Vickie Field scored
16. Michelle Dedin had eight and
Kelly Jansen added seven points and
nine rebounds.
Coach Sheridan said her team
played well and that "Wayne State is
a tough team."
Sheridan still believes her team
will win a few more games. She feels
that with such a young team, the
Warriors will be tough to beat in the
years to come.

Money shot
By DAVID BOEHLER
Sports Editor
John Smith will no longer be an
ordinary name to most of us. At
Saturday's halftime entertainment
at the women's basketball game,
Smith, a sophomore from
Lanesboro, won $5,500 for making
two layups, a free-throw, a threepointer, and a half court shot, all in
30 seconds.
"I didn't think much of it," said
Smith, whose girlfriend is Jennifer
Hosting, a member of the team.
"I've done it once before and
won a pizza...but I never thought
of winning the whole thing. I just
wanted to get the three-pointer
in," he added.
In fact, after Smith made the
three, he had enough time for four
attempts at making the half court
shot.
The crowds reaction easily outperformed Smith's.
"I was pretty stunned about it,"
Smith admitted. "I guess everyone stood up and went crazy. I
guess I didn't show too much excitement; it didn't hit mit until 30
minutes later."
Afterwards, Smith hardly celebrated. He called his parents and
went out to eat with some of
Hostings' relatives.
"Not until I see the money will
I go downtown and celebrate," saidSmith.

Standings
Basketball

Northern Sun Intercollegiate Conference

WOMEN
Northern State
Moorhead State
UM-Duluth
Bemidji State
UM-Morris
Southwest State
Winona State

MEN
UM-Morris
Northern State
Bemidji State
Moorhead State
UM-Duluth

Winona State
Southwest State

W-L O'all
10-0
7-3
6-3
4-5
3-7
2-7
1-8

23-1
15-9
13-10
8-15
8-16
10-14
7-15

W-L

O'all

8-2
7-3
6-3
5-5
3-6
3-6
1-8

19-4
18-7
14-8
16-9
13-10
12-12
4-19

Winonan
Athlete of the Week
.

The Week Ahead

Wednesday
Feb. 16

Men's Basketball

Northern St.
Away

Women's Basketball

An

tg
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Gymnastics
Men's Volleyball

Thursday
Feb. 17

Friday
Feb. 18

Northern St.
Away

Saturday
Feb. 19

Sunday
Feb. 20

Bemidji St.
Home
7:30
Bemidji St.
Home
5:30

•

Hamline
Away
UW- EAawaylaire
uC

Monday
Feb. 21

Northern Mich.
Away

Brad Sowinski, Basketball
The freshman led WSU with 15
points against Wayne St. and got
eight rebounds. Against Moorhead,
he scored 13 to go with seven boards.
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Men's volleyball

Basketball/WSU
beats Moorhead

Cheerleaders end
Spikers take third
in fourth place
at Mankato State

Continued from page 12

By ANNIE JOHNSTON
Sports Reporter

By MAGGIE McCALLUM
Sports Reporter

The Winona State University
men's volleyball club is on the
upswing for the season. The season
start was a little shaky but this past
weekend at the Mankato State
University tournament, the Warriors
showed that they were coming
together.
"We are really working well as
a team. I'm sure the past few weeks
have sounded like we are pretty bad,"
said team member Eric Lohmann.
The team made it in to finals
this past weekend . In the preliminary
play they beat Team Sota 3 games to
0. In the second match they played
Mankato and won 2 games to 1. The
only loss came to the Warriors when
they played their big rival University
of Wisconsin-Eau Claire, 3-0.
After the prelims, the Warriors

advanced to the final rounds and lost
to Mankato 15-12, 15-11.
"This past weekend showed
tremendous improvement to the
team. They had a great improvement
in their serving," said Lisa Paully,
the teams assistant coach.
As far as outstanding players,
Kirk Williams again showed an
incredible performance.
"The team has a lot more
confidence when there are more
wins. We've definitely improved,"
said team member Kyle Matschke.
The Warriors are having a
fundraiser this week in the lower
hyphen of the commons. The men
are selling sweatshirts to fund the
team. They are also getting psyched
for the upcoming weekend. They
compete in a tournament at UW-Eau
Claire, the home of their biggest
rivals.

Winona State University's cheer and stunt team traveled to River Falls,
Wisc., on Feb. 6 for a cheerleading competition. Ten members of the team
performed a routine containing a cheer, dance, stunts, and tumbling.
The cheerleaders competed against three other college squads from
UW-Stout, UW-Whitewater, and UM-Morris. Winona State finished
fourth, but the team felt the competition was a good learning experience.
Team captain Michael Klinkhammer said the biggest downfall was the
lack of men on the Winona State squad. Currently the team has only two
men and they are strongly encouraging men to attend try-outs in the
spring.
Keri Ludwig, co-captain of the team said, "The other squads were much
larger and had more men, but we performed really well and hope to keep
improving."
Klinkhammer said the squad will try to incorporate more tumbling into
their routines for future competitions.
The team was scheduled to compete at the United Performance
Assosciation competition in the Twin Cities over spring break, but due to
lack of funds, the team has been forced to withdraw from the competiton.
The cheer and stunt team hopes to see a good number of students tryout in the spring. Try-outs are currently scheduled for the weekend of
April 15-17. If anyone has any questions regarding try-outs, they can
contact team adviser Nancy Brown in the WSU Admissions Office or call
Michael Klinkhammer at 452-0659.

Women's tennis team defeats Mavericks
The Winona State University women's tennis team got off to a 1-0 start to
the new season by whipping Mankato State University, 8-1, last Saturday at
St. Ts Tennis and Sports.
Singles victories were picked up by the Warrior's Carrie Guros, Katie
Loftus, Jill Pomplun, Carissa Schively and Susan Collar.
In doubles action, Steph Rieder and Dana Krinhop, Loftus and Pomplun,
and Guros and Kim Roloff all won for the Warriors.

The only loss came at the hands of Rieder in No. 1 singles play.
No. 2 Guros won 7 6, 6-3; No. 3 Loftus won 6-2, 6-3; No. 4 Pomplun won
-

6-2, 6-1; No. 5 Schively won 6-1, 6-2; and No. 6 Collar won 6-0, 6-1.
The scores of the doubles action were: Rieder-Krinhop won 6 1, 6 2;
Loftus Pomplun won 6 7, 6 3, 6-2 and Guros-Roloff won 6-1, 6-0.
Winona State faces Luther College today in Decorah, Iowa.
-

-

-

Hooking?

Brian Basham/Photo Editor

A member of the Bull's Eye Beer Hall team fights off a defender from the Bangers Pub team as he crosses the blue line. Bull's Eye
won the Winona Men's League championship with a 6-5 double overtime win over Bangers on Monday February 1.

-

pointer just as the time ran out. Because of his hurried shot, the ball
bounced off the back of the rim.
Freshman Brad Sowinski, who
improves from game to game, led
the Warriors in scoring with 15 points
and eight rebounds as he played the
entire game. Scott Adams followed
with 13, Damon Scott put in 11, and
Conway finished with 10. Mike Statz
was next in line with nine points.
The lone standout for the Wildcats was White, who had a gamehigh of 20 points, with the help of six
three-pointers.
Upon hosting Moorhead State
University on Saturday night, WSU
coach Wothke was aware that the
visitor's16-8 overall record was
backed by a tough group of players.
MSU was the first to draw blood
as they jumped out to a 7-4 lead with
the help of a Kevin Aronson threepointer, which erased a 4-4 tie. But
the Warriors battled back and eventually took a 8-7 lead with the help of
Conway's layup.
From this point on, the home team
never looked back. Although the
Dragons came within one point and
tied the game a number of times
before the end of the first half, the
Warriors did not allow their opponent to take the lead.
By the looks of the level of competition between these two squads, the
game seemed as if it would be determined by a few points. Although
there was a number of steals and
turnovers, neither team could constantly capitalize at the other end of
the court.
With 6:36 remaining in the opening half, Damon Scott's layup erased
a 19-19 tie to give the Warriors the
edge at 21-19. Mike Statz then hit a
three-pointer to put his team up by
five, and this is when the doors were
opened for WSU as they went on a
12-0 run to lead 31-19.
MSU came within nine points of
the leader, but the Warriors reopened the lead to 13, and led by 12
points at halftime.
At this time, the Dragons had the
edge in rebounds by one at 18-17.
They were also shooting 90%(10-11)
compared to the Warriors 80%(8-10)
from the free throw line. The Warriors had the advantage from the
field as they hit 15-30 for 50%. They
also hit 5-10 three-pointers for another 50%.
The Warriors opened the second
half with their starting five of
Sowinski, Conway, Adams, Pat
Thorsell, and Scott, which again gave
them the immediate advantage. Although the Warriors launched up a
good number of shots, few fell
through the net. Because of this,
Conway and Sowinski came into
great offensive need as they both
stepped up their offensive inside
game.
Though the shots were not falling, the big guys on the inside were
there for the rebounds and thelayups.
Time and time again, the Warriors
looked to their inside men for quick
points.
The Dragons changed their strategy after the first half as they stepped
up their defense in the second period
of play. This defense constantly kept
the game at an eight to 10-point Warrior lead.
Although Scott's shots were not
dropping in the first half, he was
ignited about halfway through the
second half as he constantly weaved
in and out of traffic in order to make

Laurel Foust/Asst. Photo Editor

Sophomore Chad Hazelton pulls
up for a shot from the field
during the Warriors' thrashing of
the Moorhead State University
Dragons last Saturday night.

layups. He also was outstanding in
the rebounding category, as he
grabbed six in the second half.
After Sowinski's layup with 6:37
remaining put the Warriors up by a
comfortable 12 point lead, the Dragons were unable to come within
single digits of their host. Thorsell's
free throws with 1:44 left to play put
his team ahead by 20 at 68-48. Since
it was obvious that the Warriors
strong performance payed off, their
next move involved solid defense,
not committing fouls, and for their
offense to run out the clock.
Again, Wothke found time to play
his entire bench against a highly
ranked team.
"I felt as if this game was one of
our finest overall team efforts, as all
players contributed either offensively, defensively, or both, " said
Wothke. Brad Sowinski, one of our
most consistent players, had another
outstanding game as he pulled down
seven rebounds and scored 13 points.
He increases his performance every
game, and his rebounding kept the
MSU players off the boards."
Since the Warriors have been centered on winning, they have increased their winning streak to three
games. The win ups their conference
record to 3-6 and 11-12 overall, along
with increasing their chances for post
season play.
Three other players other than
Sowinski scored in double digits for
the Warriors. Conway's presence
was again felt as he led the team in
inside scoring with 14 points and
pounded theboards for 10 rebounds.
He also interrupted many of the
Dragons plays as he took credit for
five blocks. Scott had another superb performance as he scored 12
and grabbed eight rebounds.
Thorsell also recorded 11 points.

rr

DRUNK DRIVING DOESN'T JUST KILL
DRUNK DRIVERS.
Alonzo Drake, killed 3/17/91 at 10..53pm on Robbins Rd., Harvest, AL.
Next time your friend insists on driving drunk, do whatever it takes to
stop him.
Because if he kills innocent people, how will you live with yourself?

FRIENDS DON'T LET FRIENDS DRIVE DRUNK.
U.S Department of Transportation
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Classifieds
FOR RENT
For Rent: 1 F to live with 3,
$167 per month, all utilities paid.
Call Jenny at 453-2121

$700/Wk. Canneries; $4500/
mn. Deckhands. Alaska summer
fisheries now hiring. Employment
Alaska 1-206-323-2672.
Nanny Needed for Maureen,
who is 2, and Franziske who is 3
months to live with for one year in
Switzerland. Must be able to begin by March 10th. Call or write to
(608)-626-2751. Nora Burkard,
52045 County Rd U, Cochrane,
WI 54622.

Summer Camp Staff Needed
Our resident camps located
near Mpls and in northern MN
need a Business Manager, Asst.
Dir., Program Dir., Integration
Spec., Counselors, Horseback
Riding Staff, Cooks, Wilderness
Tripping Spec., Lifeguards. To
receive an application & brochure,
write to Human Resources, Girl
Scout Council of Greater Mpls,
5601 Brooklyn Blvd., Mpls, MN
55429 or call (612) 535-4602 ext.
297. AA/EO
The City of La Crescent is accepting applications for summer
employment in their recreation
department through February 25,
1994. Positions available: Lifeguards, Baseball Coaches, Softball Coaches, Gymnastics Instructors, and Tennis Instructors. Applications may be pickedd up at
the Clerk's office, 315 Main Street,
La Crescent, or a resume may be
sent to P.O. Box 142. Inquiries
please call 895-2595.

SPRINGBREAK Mazatlan
from $399. Air/7 nights hoteVfree
nightly beer parties/discounts. 1800-366-4786.

Pi Lams
Thanks for making the ski trip
such a successful and safe event!
'-From all of us at Tri Sig
- Earn $50-$250 foryourself plus
up to $500 for your club! This
fundraiser costs nothing and lasts
one week. Call now and receive a
free gift! 1-800-932-0528, ext 65.

0 HELP WANTED

PERSONALS

r

Responsible and funloving
:Nanny to spend a beautiful sum: mer in Connecticut caring for two
:children. Paid travel, room & board
with salary, great location near
:New York City with beaches and
.„ lots of fringe benefits. If inter- ested please call collect 203-637: 3334.

Professional tournament style
boomerangs. Join the modern
resurgence of this ancient sport.
Send for a free catalog. Greyford
Co, Box 4734, Whittier, CA 90607

CRUISE SHIP JOBS!
Students needed! Eam $2000+
monthly. Summer/Holidays/
Fulitime. World travel. Caribbean, Hawaii, Europe, Mexico.
Tour Guides, Gift Shop Sales,
Deck Hands, Casino Workers, etc.
No experience necessary. CALL
602-680-4647, ext. C147.

SpeedSo, you're going to get in your
car and take off? Drive carefully.
Don't run into any walls and don't
forget Max and the cats. I'll see
you on Sunday nights only if you
wave cool!
-Love Junior

SchrisThanks again for going with
me! By the way, can you say
Teeter Totter Tater Tot? Hey look!
It's Bur...Spring Prarie! Let the
record show that I remain "King of
the pedestal"! I'll get you Blue
Ranger! FWaaaaa! Hey next
time you have a Rolling Rock,
better cleanse that palet! Let's
drive down the bumpiest road we
can find and sing Indigo Girls!
Hey, have you seen the Arby's in
Janesville? Are we ever going to
get to Tomah??? Ahhh, memories!
-Trip

LET THE WINONAN
CLASSIFY YOU!

Don't PayRisk
Insurance

Send messages to your friends,
advertise items for sale, or let
everyone know about an
upcoming event! Students just
$.25/line. Deadline is noon on the
Friday before the next issue.
Please prepay at the Cashiers
Office, Somsen 107.

Call 454-4638

'...S, )

TurtleThanks for fulfilling all my
wishes this V-Day! You are one in
a million! I'm glad we found each
other! Only 3-5 years to that day!
Ami Tomakay Valobashi!
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CONGRATULATIONS TO
PAULA TITUS & DAN ON YOUR
ELOPEMENT IN LAS VEGAS!
WE WISH YOU THE BEST OF
LUCK ON SOMEONE ELSES
PAYROLL!
-LOVE, MOM & DAD
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Name

SS #

Address

Sold by

City / State / Zip

Billing

Phone

Type

Date (s) to Run

Dave & Sticken(Our Ski Instructors)
Thanks for the help. Glad we
could make you laugh. Let's do it
again soon.
-Meg & Niki
p.s. Take off, ya hoser!

Classification

Billed
National

Local

Student

Total Cost

Rate

No, of Lines

Prepaid

Ad Copy
One letter per space - include spaces and puncuatiun - double underline words to be bold type

ShortlegsForgive me for being a pain!
You know how I get when I'm sick!
I promise as soon as I can breathe
again, my sweet personality will
return.
-Stumblefoot
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RomanHope things are looking up!
Hang in there, life will get easier.
I'm thinking of ya!
-Margaret
Steph & MikeCongrats! I hope you two find
all the happiness in the world!
Thanks for letting me be a part of
your very special day! Love you
guys!
-Jenny
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Rates
Students 25 o per line

Local 50 0 per line

National $1.00 per line

All student ads must be prepaid at the Cashier's Office 107 Somsen Hall
Student ID required to pl0C0 ads at student rate

Winonan Kryzsko Commons Winona State university Winona, MN 55987 Ph. (507) 457-5677

PIZZA! PIZZA!
EvERygNE IS GOING CRAZY VOR
$.99,PFLAT

Eight pieces of freshly baked Craz'g
B read sprinkled with parmesan and
brushed with garlic butter.

$ .79Ms Zippy tomato Craz'j Sallee

Little Caesars is currently offering "Free Delivery Specials " to campus.
There will be a $1.00 service charge for off campus deliveries on these
specials only.
12201 Gilmore Avenue

PIZZA! PIZZA !

FREE DELIVERY
SMALL WITH CHEESE
PIZZAS & 1 TOPPING*
PLUS FULL ORDER OF CRAZY BREAD

$8.99

PLUS
TAX

Valid only on campus with coupon at
Participating Little Caesars.
*Excludes extra cheese. Expires 2-23-94

Little Caesars
FREE DELIVERY
MEDIUMWITH CHEES E
PIZZAS & 1 TOPPING*
PLUS FULL ORDER OF CRAZY BREAD

$9.99

PLUS
TAX

Valid only on campus with coupon at
Participating Little Caesars.
*Excludes extra cheese. Expires 2-23-94

Little Caesars

452-8752 1
'TWO FOR TWOSDAY
BUY ONE CRAZY BREAD
AT REGULAR BREAD
PRICE, GET ONE CRAZY
BREA') FREE
No Free Delivery
Valid only on campus with coupon at
Participating Little Caesars.
Expires 2-23-94

Little Caesars

GO

CRAZY!

.1 crazD Bread

$.99 Pai s

•1 Craz'B Sallee
No Free Delivery
Valid only on campus with coupon at
Participating Little Caesars.
Expires 2-23-94

Little Caesars

(in the Winona Mall)

FREE DELIVERY
SMALL
PIZZAS

2

WITH CHEESE & 2 TOPPINGS*

PLUS
$8•99 TAX
Valid only on campus with coupon at
Participating Little Caesars.
*Excludes extra cheese. Expires 2-23-94

Little Caesars
FREE DELIVERY
MEDIUM
PIZZAS
WITH CHEESE & 2 TOPPINGS*

$9.99

PLUS
TAX

Valid only on campus with coupon at
Participating Little Caesars.
*Excludes extra cheese. Expires 2-23-94

Little Caesars

PIZZA! PIZZA!

PIZZA! PIZZA !

WINONA

